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INTERNATIONAL COLUMN
The Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam
and International Women's Rights
by Leila Hilal
Introduction
This article assesses the treatment of women in the Cairo
Declaration on Human Rights in Islam' according to internationally
recognized principles of women's rights, as described below. The
purpose is to locate the points of contention that exist between
women's human rights and Islam. The popular belief is that the two are
incompatible. While such belief is arguably correct, too often its
"truth" stems from misinformation, or simply ignorance. The Western
tendency is to think of Muslim women's rights and Islam in grossly
generalized and anecdotal terms. Such limited thinking sheds little light
on the actual conflict between women's human rights and Islam. In
order to mount a more thoughtful consideration of how the two
doctrines vary, I will expound the international concept of women's
human rights, as established in the Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination Against Women,2 and then examine the
Cairo Declaration within this framework. Instead of comparing the
two documents or asserting one's superiority over the other, I will
simply use the paradigm set forth in the Women's Convention to
measure the status of women within the Cairo Declaration.
The Cairo Declaration is a recent pronouncement of human
Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam (1990), reprinted in
TwENTY-FIvE HumN RIGHTs INSTRUMENTS (1994) [hereinafter the Cairo Declaration].
2 Convention on the Elimination ofA I/ Forms of Discrimination Against
Women, G.A. Res. 34/180, U.N. GAOR 34th Sess., Supp. No. 46 at 193, U.N. Doc.
A/34/46 (1979) [hereinafter the Women's Convention].
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rights in Islam. The document was drafted by the Organization of the
Islamic Conference' in 1990 and carries the purpose of contributing to
the "efforts of mankind to assert human rights ... in accordance with
Shari'ah."4 It is the subject of my inquiry because it is a compilation of
rights agreed upon by Islamic governments.' Though the document is
one of many renditions of what rights Muslim women hold, the
declaration offers some insight into the doctrinal difference between
Islam and women's human rights.
Women's Human Rights: The International Framework
The Women's Convention is the leading treaty on the human
rights of women. It represents internationally accepted norms for the
realization of women's human rights. The rights of women recognized
in the Women's Convention, like most international rights, are based in
the liberal tradition, which upholds the individual and his or her
autonomy as supreme. In line with this tradition, the Women's
Convention promotes women's well-being as an issue of gender
equality.
Towards the realization of women's full equality with men, the
Women's Convention prohibits formal discrimination and precludes any
"distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has
the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition,
enjoyment or exercise" of women's human rights.6 The convention also
provides for the elimination of de facto discrimination. Accordingly,
the convention obligates states to enact measures that will modify the
customary practices and roles which perpetuate women's subordination.
The convention equates women's equality with their participation in all
3 The Organization of the Islamic Conference is an international
organization of Islamic states.
4 Shari'a is uncodified Islamic law, which is said to govern the ethical and
moral components of Islamic life. It is comprised of interpretations of the Qu'ran
and Sunna (sayings and actions of the Prophet Mohammed). There are multiple
interpretations of Shari'a. In the contemporary Muslim world, Shari'a plays a
formal role in domestic affairs mostly in the area of family law and inheritance. For
a more in-depth discussion of Shari'a and its relationship to human rights, See
generally Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na'im, Human Rights in the Muslim World:
Socio-Political Conditions and Scriptural Imperatives 3 HARv. HUM. RTS. J. (1990).
5 The Cairo Declaration is a not a definitive statement on human rights and
Islam. Several Islamic human rights schemes have been promulgated. Moreover,
numerous interpretations abound on the compatibility of Islam and human rights.
See ANN E. MAYER, ISLAM AND HUMAN RIGHTS: TRADITION AND POLITICS (1992).
6 Women's Convention, supra note 2, art. 1, at 194.
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areas of human life, including the "political, social, economic, and
cultural"7 fields.
The Cairo Declaration under the International Framework
The Cairo Declaration denies women full equality with men.
The basic nondiscrimination clause in the declaration--article
one--provides that women and men are equal in "human dignity," "basic
obligations," and "responsibilities."8 Article one recognizes sex equality
in dignity and duties, but not in rights. The declaration continues in
article six: "(a) Woman is equal to man in human dignity and has rights
to enjoy as well as duties to perform; she has her own civil entity and
financial independence and the rights to retain her name and lineage."9
This provision contains important guarantees, but neglects many of the
other rights and freedoms recognized in the declaration. Hence,
articles six and one combined act as a limitation on women's rights.
The Cairo Declaration fails to grant women formal equality of
rights, but does appear to allow them to access nearly all rights laid
down in the declaration. ° The declaration recognizes individual rights
and freedoms for "every human being" or "everyone" with one
exception. In that exception, the term "every man" replaces the more
inclusive "everyone." The provision addressing "every man" concerns
freedom of movement." In the Muslim world, freedom of movement is
customarily reserved to men as women rarely travel long distances
without a male relative. The use of "every man" therefore appears
deliberate in order to allow only men freedom of movement. It follows
then that the provisions addressing "everyone" actually refer to both
genders and that the majority of rights and freedoms laid down in the
Cairo Declaration are applicable to women.
Moreover, the Cairo Declaration affirms sex equality in areas
where Muslim women are commonly believed to suffer discrimination.
The declaration expressly guarantees equality in the workplace: "He"
7 Id. preamble, art. 1, 3, at 194, 195.
8 Cairo Declaration, supra note 1, art. 1, at 190.
9 Id. art. 6, at 191.
10 These guarantees include the right to privacy; political participation;
education; health care; and possession of your social and cultural production, et al.11 See Cairo Declaration, supra note 1, art. 12, at 192.
12 The male pronoun "he" is a universal reference in human rights documents
addressing the rights of a general population. Though it should be replaced with
more inclusive terminology, its use should not be interpreted as meaning that the
provision only relates to men.
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shall be entitled -- without any discrimination between males and
females -- to fair wages for his work without delay, as well as to
holiday allowances and promotions which he deserves." 3 The "right to
marriage" is guaranteed to both men and women without restrictions.1 4
The declaration also provides protection to children without distinction
between girls and boys. 5
Several aspects of the Cairo Declaration, however, serve to
qualify the rights determined above. Women's access to the rights and
freedoms in the declaration rely on language interpretation. The
argument that women enjoy nearly all the guarantees laid out for
"everyone" and "every human being" could easily be overcome as the
rights in the declaration do not explicitly include women. Further,
there is no equal protection guarantee to ensure women's access to
each provision. Another, and more pervasive, qualification is that
Islamic Shari'a preempts the entire declaration. Indeed "all rights and
freedoms stipulated [in the Cairo Declaration] are subject to Islamic
Shari'ah."' 6  Where Islamic Shari'a is subject to conservative
interpretation and governs the personal status matters of an Islamic
country, giving supremacy to the religious law presents an opportunity
to further restrict women's rights.
The Cairo Declaration also effectively reinforces and legitimates
traditional roles of men and women. In particular, the provision
recognizing women's equality in the workplace contains the statement
that a person cannot work "beyond his capacity." 7 This qualification
most likely relates to an Islamic notion that women possess inferior
cognition and strength.'8  The qualification may then serve as a
justification for keeping women from assuming decision-making roles,
among other types of positions. Additionally, article six, which
delineates a restricted set of rights for women, continues in section (b):
"The husband is responsible for the support and welfare of the
family."' 9 Section (b) reaffirms the conventional belief that men are to
be the sole provider and protector of the family. Moreover, paragraph
(a) which speaks to "woman" precedes (b) which addresses the
13 Cairo Declaration, supra note 1, art. 13, at 192.
14 id. art. 5, at 191.
Is Id. art. 7, at 191.
16 Id. art. 24, at 191.
17 Cairo Declaration, supra note 1, art. 13, at 192.
18 This notion is based in the Qu'ran, Verse 4:34. See THm KRAN(N.J.
Dawood trans., Penguin Books 1990) 64.
19 Cairo Declaration, supra note 1, art. 6, at 191.
88
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"husband." The two paragraphs comprise one article, which sits
between two other articles describing the rights and duties of the
family. That the duties of the "husband" follow the rights laid down for
the "woman," along with the article's position -- placed among the
rights of the family -- imply that "woman" is really wife. The
declaration, therefore, relegates men and women to the respective roles
normally assigned them in the Muslim world.
Conclusion
The Cairo Declaration neither conforms to the
nondiscrimination model promulgated in the Women's Convention nor
ensures women's recognition in roles other than wife and mother. Yet,
the declaration remains evasive on the question of women's rights. On
the one hand, it allows for sex discrimination in the application of
rights. On the other hand, it provides for women's access, albeit with
restrictions, to the various fields deemed necessary for their full
participation in society. Aside from these ambiguous distinctions, the
fundamental difference between the two doctrines lies in the Cairo
Declaration's deference to Shari'a. The Women's Convention does not
formally afford states the option of suspending women's rights where it
conflicts with customary law. It is here where the essential
incompatibility of Islam and women's human rights resonates.
